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How to interpret figures in reports of clinical trials

A picture may be worth a thousand words but in medical research, caution Stuart Pocock, Thomas Travison, and Lisa Wruck, it is important to understand exactly what you are looking at.

The graphical display of data is among the most powerful tools available for communicating medical research findings, given the increasing complexity of study designs and the mind's preference for information conveyed in pictorial format. However, although general information is available on what constitutes an effective data display and what constitutes good practice in reporting trials, there is relatively little guidance on using figures to aid the presentation of trial results.

Because figures are so effective in creating an enduring impression of results, their construction— and interpretation by readers—must be handled with care. We recently conducted a survey to determine the types of figures used most commonly in reports of clinical trials and to uncover the good, and not so good, practices that typically attend their use. Here, we highlight the important features of the most commonly used types of figures. In doing so, we hope to illustrate the hallmarks of figures that are likely to convey an impression consistent with valid trial conclusions and those aspects of figures that may, without careful interpretation, be misleading.

What comes up most
We examined all issues of five major general medical journals (Annals of Internal Medicine, BMJ, JAMA, Lancet, and New England Journal of Medicine) published from November 2006 to January 2007. The 77 reports of randomised trials included in these journal issues contained 175 figures (mean 2.3 figures per article). The four most common types of figure were flow diagrams (66 articles), Kaplan-Meier plots (32 articles), forest plots (21 articles), and repeated measures plots (20 articles) (see table on page 1168).

Flow diagrams are integral to the CONSORT guidelines for the reporting of clinical trials. They display the flow of participants through the stages of the trial in a way that should be easy to follow. Figure 1 depicts a successful example of a flow diagram portraying a clear picture of the trial’s design and conduct. It includes the numbers of people screened and reasons for exclusion, information that many trials fail to collect and report. The numbers not receiving randomised treatment and numbers lost to follow-up are key limitations that every study should document.

The flow chart in fig 2 is harder to read because it contains substantial repetition of words. Such flow diagrams in multi-arm trials may be more concisely displayed as a table, provided there is no loss of information.

Kaplan-Meier plots
The Kaplan-Meier plot is for time to event or survival data, when interest is focused on the risk of a particular event (such as death or myocardial infarction) as participants move through time. Because the aim of many treatments or interventions is to try to reduce the occurrence of a particular event, this type of plot is used commonly in reporting clinical trials. However, it is an aspect of statistics not well understood by doctors.

The plot is drawn with time in the study on the horizontal axis and either the cumulative proportion with the event, or the proportion for whom the event has not yet occurred (the survival probability), plotted on the vertical. Curves are drawn for each treatment group, and the separation between the curves indicates potential differences in the treatments’ effectiveness. The Kaplan-Meier estimates change only when events actually occur, so that each plot is a series of steps. Note how few participants were followed to five years.

Figure 3 shows the essential features of a clear Kaplan Meier plot. The treatment groups are visually differentiable, with an appropriate vertical scale and axes clearly labelled. Below the horizontal axis, the numbers of participants remaining at risk (that is, those who remain under observation and for whom the event is yet to occur) are displayed.

A formal statistical comparison (in this case a hazard ratio with 95% confidence interval and P value from the logrank test) is needed to assess whether the distance between the curves is sufficient to depict a real difference in risk between treatment and control arms. This information is often best included on the figure itself. In this case the slight difference is not significant.

Figure 4 shows a plot going down (plotting the proportion of participants who are event free), covering...
the whole scale from probability 1 to 0. Much of the graph is empty space because the event (defaulting from treatment) has low incidence. For outcomes of this type, it is more useful to present the cumulative probability curve going up, with the vertical axis truncated at a reasonable maximum.

It can be helpful if Kaplan-Meier plots take account of statistical uncertainty by displaying standard error bars (or confidence intervals) at a few key follow-up times\textsuperscript{13} to help restrain readers from overinterpreting any apparent differences between the curves.

**Forest plots**

A forest plot displays estimated treatment effects across various patient subgroups.\textsuperscript{17} Typically, a forest plot presents an overall effect (for all randomised participants) and then various subgroup computations (for instance, by sex) on a common axis. Each point plotted represents a comparison between treatment and control participants in the relevant subgroup and is accompanied by its 95\% CI.

Figure 5 is a simple example of a forest plot, with only one set of subgroup analyses.\textsuperscript{18} This figure has several features consistent with good practice. It shows the overall estimate and confidence intervals (combining all subgroups) and the labels indicate which direction favours treatment or control. Subgroup estimates are displayed underneath the overall estimate. Although the lines suggest that patients with a baseline albumin concentration below 25 g/l may benefit from albumin treatment, inclusion of the heterogeneity test (sometimes called interaction test) makes it clear that the evidence is not strong enough to be conclusive. Such interaction tests are key to interpretation of forest plots\textsuperscript{19,20} and should be included on the plot or in the legend.

When forest plots display ratios (as in fig 5) rather than absolute differences, the horizontal axis may be on a logarithmic scale, so that a ratio of 2 is depicted as being as far away from 1 as is 0.5. This makes sense because 2 is the multiplicative inverse of 1/2.

Extra numerical information is often tabulated alongside the figure. In fig 5 the numbers of deaths and patients (to the left of the plotted estimates) are helpful as they are the “raw data” for each subgroup.

Most forest plots present several subgroup analyses (fig 6). Presentation of results in both tabular and graphical format allows readers to examine the effects with precision and facilitates inclusion of data in subsequent meta-analyses. However, fig 6 does not give the results of heterogeneity tests; instead the authors state “there was no evidence of substantial heterogeneity.”

This figure displays some additional conventions consistent with good practice. Vertical lines are plotted both for the value indicating no treatment effect (dotted at 1.0) and for the overall effect (solid, at 0.64). In addition, the size of the plotted symbol for point estimates is proportional to the number of events within each subgroup. Forest plots are also used in meta-analyses.
showing unadjusted odds ratio of death stratified by baseline albumin concentration

Fig 5 | Forest plot from study comparing resuscitation with albumin or saline in intensive care showing unadjusted odds ratio of death stratified by baseline albumin concentration.

As with the forest plots, it is important to express the statistical uncertainty in each mean; this is done here using confidence intervals. To enhance clarity, the authors have helpfully staggered group means at each time to ensure that intervals do not obscure each other. The figure also includes a global P value corresponding to a test of overall differences in outcomes between study arms. This avoids the undesirable use of repeated significance tests at every time point and the consequent problem of inflated type I error due to multiple testing.

As a longitudinal study this will typically lose some participants with time, it would have been useful to give the numbers of participants at each time point under the x axis, as in fig 3.

Figure 8 uses a different approach to displaying longitudinal trends, plotting mean changes from baseline rather than means. Analyses of covariance adjusting for baseline value is a preferred method of inference for such data.

The number of patients by group at each time are given below the x axis. The authors documented the statistical comparison of treatments at final visit, an important detail that clarifies that the observed treatment differences remained significant. However, their use of

Revised measures plots

For trials with a quantitative outcome measured at baseline and two or more follow-up times, it is common to plot the means by treatment over time. Figure 7 shows this approach in a clear style for three outcome scores each recorded at baseline and five follow-up times. The figure uses different symbols for each treatment to help distinguish them, and joining the means by lines helps the eye to follow the trends over time.

Fig 6 | Forest plot from trial of adjuvant chemotherapy in HER2-positive breast cancer showing hazard ratio for disease-free survival (redrawn from Smith et al).
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last observation carried forward is less desirable than an appropriate repeated measures model. Some trial reports may plot medians or percentages in certain categories rather than means over time, especially if the data are skew or categorical in nature.

Assessing visual evidence for a treatment difference

When a figure compares two treatments it is useful for readers to infer how the (lack of) overlap between standard errors or between confidence intervals indicates the strength of evidence for a treatment difference. The limits of a 95% confidence interval are about twice the standard error, slightly more if samples are small for a quantitative outcome. The following rough guide works well when two treatment groups have similar standard errors, which is often the case. Any overlap between the standard error bars means the difference is not significant. If there is a gap between the standard error bars that exceeds one standard error then the difference is significant, at P<0.035 in fact. Thus, a smaller gap may fall short of conventional significance. No overlap between 95% confidence intervals indicates strong evidence of a difference (P<0.006). So, a slight overlap between two 95% confidence intervals may still be significant. It is important to note whether error bars are standard errors or confidence intervals, and to remember that displays of individual variability (such as standard deviations or interquartile ranges) do not help directly in detecting treatment differences.

Although figures are an important aid to interpret-